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Social Housing
Ms JOHNSTONE: My question is to the Minister for Community Services and Housing and

Minister for Women. Last week at my request the minister inspected progress of a six-unit social
housing complex in Hyde Park in my electorate. Can the minister advise how many more projects are
planned for the north?

Ms STRUTHERS: I commend the member for Townsville. She is a strong supporter of social
housing. There are exciting times ahead for people who rely on social housing. Let me ask members a
question: how many new social housing dwellings are we rolling out in Queensland? The answer is
4,000. We put out a call for builders, developers and not-for-profit organisations to get their bids in for a
share of the $1.3 billion package. Bidding closed on Monday. The response was terrific from builders
around the state. All are keen for a piece of the action. We received 1,300 submissions from around the
state offering more than 18,000 new dwellings. They are now being assessed and I am confident North
Queensland will get its fair share. 

This is about building homes for people who need them most and jobs for workers in the state’s
building industry. Even in the face of the worst economic crisis since the great depression Labor will
never give up on workers. Unlike the opposition. It wants to cut jobs. It wants to give people less security
in their lives. I am talking about housing that will give security for people across the state. We will deliver
thousands of jobs and thousands of new homes. 

We are doing everything that we can to help the homeless but if it is left to governments alone it
will never work. We need the wider community behind us. We need their support. For as long as there is
prejudice and suspicion about social housing tenants we will face an uphill battle. I urge all members
today and the community at large to support social housing. Members know that the vast majority of
tenants in social housing are good people who take care of their home. It is their pride and joy. As I told
the House yesterday, they feel like they have won lotto when they move into these properties. I ask
members of the community, next time there is a social housing application in your neighbourhood, to
think twice before objecting. Think about the person who is living rough with no roof over their head and
no place to call home. The Bligh government is backing social housing all the way and we want the
community and all the members in this House to get right behind us.

Chinchilla Hospital, Maternity Services
Mr HOBBS: My question is to the Deputy Premier and Minister for Health. Can the minister

confirm whether the Chinchilla maternity ward has been secretly closed? 
Mr LUCAS: I will make some inquiries. I am not aware of it, but I will check into it. 
Mr SPEAKER: Order! Question time has expired.

GREAT BARRIER REEF PROTECTION AMENDMENT BILL

First Reading
Hon. KJ JONES (Ashgrove—ALP) (Minister for Climate Change and Sustainability) (11.29 am): I

present a bill for an act to amend the Environmental Protection Act 1994 and the Integrated Planning
Act 1997 for particular purposes. I present the explanatory notes, and I move—
That the bill be now read a first time.

Question put—That the bill be now read a first time.
Motion agreed to.
Bill read a first time.

Tabled paper: Great Barrier Reef Protection Amendment Bill.
Tabled paper: Great Barrier Reef Protection Amendment Bill, explanatory notes.

Second Reading
Hon. KJ JONES (Ashgrove—ALP) (Minister for Climate Change and Sustainability) (11.29 am): I

move—
That the bill be now read a second time.

This bill delivers on the Bligh government’s election commitment to introduce a regulation to
reduce the discharge of dangerous pesticides and fertilisers capable of killing what is arguably
Queensland’s, if not Australia’s, finest natural asset—the Great Barrier Reef. The Great Barrier Reef
World Heritage Area is the world’s largest coral reef ecosystem and one of the most complex natural
systems on earth. It directly contributes $5.8 billion annually to the economy and supports
approximately 63,000 jobs. This includes jobs in the tourism and hospitality industries, such as hotel
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workers, dive boat enterprises and tour operators. It includes the jobs in our commercial fishing industry,
bringing fine Queensland seafood to the world. It includes jobs in the recreation industry, like charter
boat operators and the recreational fishing industry.

The fact that the reef is under threat cannot be ignored. Climate change and the crown-of-thorns
starfish are putting the reef in serious jeopardy, but another threat comes from agricultural pollution. This
is a threat that can be addressed.

The 2008 Scientific Consensus Statement on Water Quality in the Great Barrier Reef—a report
prepared by a task force of eminent scientists—says that—
…water discharged from rivers into the reef continues to be of poor quality in many locations and that land derived contaminants,
including suspended sediments, nutrients and pesticides are present in the reef waters at concentrations likely to cause
environmental harm.’

In 2003, the Queensland and Australian governments made a 10-year commitment to the Reef
Water Quality Protection Plan—reef plan—to address the diffuse pollution from agriculture, specifically
broadscale land use, and to halt and reverse the decline in water quality entering the reef. One of the
key strategies of reef plan is to help farmers adopt best management practices. Reef plan says that
there is a need for immediate regulation and future regulation ‘where there is a risk that voluntary
approaches will fail to deliver significant water quality improvements’. 

Credible and undeniable science is telling us that the voluntary approach is not working and will
not deliver the 2013 goal of reef plan—to halt and reverse the decline of the quality of water entering the
Great Barrier Reef lagoon. If we want to do all we can to save the reef it is time for earnest intervention
action.

The Great Barrier Reef Protection Amendment Bill introduces provisions to reduce the impact of
agricultural activities on the quality of water flowing into the Great Barrier Reef. It contains both
prescriptive requirements and a risk management approach that will expedite change in farm
management practices that cause pollution at least cost.

The bill establishes a new chapter in the Environmental Protection Act. This ensures regulatory
efficiency by building on existing, well-tested administrative and enforcement provisions, such as
appeals, investigations and enforcement tools.

To reduce the impact of the regulatory requirements, the bill has been tightly targeted to apply to
the highest risk activities in selected Great Barrier Reef catchments. The bill applies only to the priority
catchments of the Wet Tropics, Mackay-Whitsunday and Burdekin Dry Tropics due to the amount of
land based pollutants originating from these areas and their proximity to offshore reefs.

The activities prescribed by the bill are cattle grazing on properties with over 100 head and
commercial sugarcane farming. These activities encompass the greatest land area in the catchments
and are therefore the highest pollution contributors. However, and I want to reiterate this point, farmers
who have acknowledged their responsibility for the health of the reef and have voluntarily adopted
sustainable agricultural practices should not be adversely affected by this bill.

Underpinning the bill is a requirement for operators to keep records of the application of
agricultural chemicals, fertilisers and soil conditioners, soil-testing results, and cattle stocking rates. This
may appear to be seeking confirmation of a fundamental farm management activity, but this simple
requirement will build a picture of management practices in the catchments, and help farmers make
better management decisions for their businesses and for the reef in the future.

There is no debate to be had that applying too much fertiliser increases the risk of run-off into
watercourses that flow to the reef. This bill requires operators to closely manage their application of
nitrogen and phosphorous by soil testing, calculating an optimum application rate and applying fertiliser
at no more than that optimum rate. This will reduce the incidence of overfertilisation that results in
nutrient run-off into waters. A methodology for calculating the optimum rate may be prescribed by a
regulation and the Department of Environment and Resource Management will develop a calculator to
help farmers establish their optimum fertiliser rates. This will be made available online, on disk and in a
paper based format. Training and support will be made available to assist farmers to adjust to the new
requirements.

As an additional benefit, ensuring that fertilisers are applied at no more than the optimum amount
will save farmers money through reduced fertiliser loss. In the Mackay-Whitsunday catchment it is
estimated that some 60 per cent of fertiliser applied is lost to the atmosphere in run-off or remains in the
soil. At current prices of between $800 and $1,250 per tonne, this is no small amount of money lost to
the environment.

Environmental risk management plans, commonly referred to as ERMPs, will build on the more
specific regulatory requirements of the bill by entrenching the adoption of best management practices
for higher risk operators. Based on risk and hazard assessment, these plans are a way that farmers can
clearly deliver solutions to water pollution with measurable targets while ensuring flexibility to take
account of new technology and changes to management practice. Draft plans will be submitted to the
department for accreditation.
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Again, these requirements will not affect property owners and farm managers who are already
doing the right thing. Those with existing environmental management plans, whether voluntary or
prepared for another purpose, that meet the requirements for environmental risk management plans can
submit those to the department for accreditation.

Environmental risk management plans will be required for sugarcane-growing properties of more
than 70 hectares in the Wet Tropics catchment and cattle-grazing properties of more than 2000 hectares
in the Burdekin Dry Tropics catchment. However, as the minister responsible for administering the
Environmental Protection Act, I will also have the power to declare an environmental risk management
plan where necessary on a needs basis to improve the quality of water leaving the property or to prevent
environmental harm. 

The decision to extend the environmental risk management plan requirement to identified hot
spots will be based on best available evidence. For example, a hot spot may be identified by using
remote sensing data to locate properties with high risk of sediment loss due to low groundcover or using
water quality monitoring to identify areas with high nutrient impacts. However, an environmental risk
management plan may also be required on an individual property basis as a compliance tool for poor
operators.

There is no direct offence for failure to comply with an environmental risk management plan.
Instead, an authorised officer may issue a direction to a farmer to take or stop action to ensure
implementation of the environmental risk management plan. Failure to comply with a direction notice will
be an offence with a maximum penalty of a $30,000 fine for individuals.

For some of the worst-performing farmers, meeting the requirements of the bill will prove
challenging. I will ensure that a comprehensive communication and extension program is in place to
support landholders with all the tools, assistance and advice necessary for a smooth transition to
compliance.

The Great Barrier Reef Protection Amendment Bill must be considered as a stimulus—an
incentive to take immediate action to target water pollution at the source, an encouragement for a
permanent shift to sustainable agricultural practice and a valuable adjunct to existing reef management
initiatives. I commend this bill to the House.

Debate, on motion of Mr Elmes, adjourned. 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT BILL

Second Reading
Resumed from 22 April (see p. 72), on motion of Ms Boyle—

That the bill be now read a second time.

Mr HOBBS (Warrego—LNP) (11.39 am): I am pleased to rise today to speak on the Local
Government Bill 2009. This is a total rewrite of the Local Government Act that has been in place in
Queensland for a long time. It condenses the previous act of some 1,100-odd pages to about 300 in the
new bill. So it is a more streamlined bill. The previous act was a high-volume act based on process and
relied a lot on legal interpretations to resolve local government issues. The new bill is principles based.
At this stage I believe we may have a good piece of legislation and I would like to go through that in
some detail. 

Local government has a proud history in Queensland over some 113 years, commencing as
divisional boards. Interestingly, when the previous Premier conducted the forced amalgamations he said
that we had to do away with the 100-year-old boundaries. In fact, the boundaries that many of the
councils are using now are very similar to those old divisional boundaries; the boundaries we have now
are very old. 

Local government was officially recognised in the Queensland Constitution in about 1988. Since
then there has been a general decline in the relationship between the state and local government,
particularly after local councils have been elected. A number of issues have led to that decline in
relationship. I remember the mayors in their robes marching on parliament when the government
wanted to introduce a charge on their QTC borrowings. 

We have seen cost shifting. We have seen the responsibility for fire and building inspections
placed on local government with the huge costs that go with that. The State and Local Government
Protocol was drafted to ensure that consultation was undertaken on legislation before the parliament.
That was broken so many times it was not funny. There was no consultation. We saw the state takeover
of bulk water assets from local governments. That was just a money grab. At the end of the day, the
government thought it was going to get more money out of this than it actually did. It found it more
difficult than it expected. Now we have ended up with a crisis in water that will escalate dramatically this
year.
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